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Journey Hijacking is a hidden marketplace that carries an untold 

impact on the online economy. Unauthorized product ads are 

competing with ecommerce businesses, distracting prospects from 

their offerings, which can disrupt the customer experience.

New findings show that approximately 15% of visits to e-commerce 

sites are hijacked by merchants who place false product 

advertisements and deceptive links that can drive customers away 

from their intended site. The site owners have no insight into this 

layer of activity. 

HBC (Hudson’s Bay Company) continuously looks for opportunities 

to improve the online shopping experience for its customers. 

Aware that HBC customers were potentially experiencing this 

phenomenon, Steve Jacobs, HBC’s SVP Technology, wanted to 

understand the scope and impact of Customer Journey Hijacking on 

HBC customers. 

1-5%
Companies recoup  

an average of 1-5%  

of online revenue  

by blocking injected 

content—translating  

to tens of millions 

of dollars.

HBC’S PORTFOLIO 

OF BRANDS
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HBC is a diversified global retailer operating across North America 

and Europe. HBC’s portfolio today includes formats ranging from 

luxury to premium department stores to off price fashion shopping 

destinations, with more than 480 stores around the world. HBC’s 

leading banners in North America include Hudson’s Bay, Lord & 

Taylor, Saks Fifth Avenue, Gilt, and Saks OFF 5TH.

Approximately 15%  

of visits to e-commerce 

sites are hijacked  

by merchants who 

place false product 

advertisements and 

deceptive links that can 

drive customers away 

from their intended site.
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Namogoo is pioneering the market of Customer Journey Hijacking 

prevention. Namogoo’s disruptive technology is designed to 

identify and block unauthorized product ads injected into web 

sessions that are diverting the customer journey and hurting 

conversion rates. By eliminating these invasive promotions, 

Namogoo consistently recovers revenue for online stores; 

companies who use Namogoo report an immediate conversion 

uplift, and are able to win back a large percentage of their stolen 

revenue.

Companies who use  

Namogoo report an imme-

diate conversion uplift, 

and are able to win back  

a large percentage of their 

stolen revenue.

Namogoo’s enterprise- 

grade Customer Journey 

Hijacking detection and 

prevention solution 

installs in less than 

a minute.

Namogoo’s Solution

Namogoo’s unique  

technology offers  

real-time detection and 

blocking of client-side in-

jected ads.

To understand the scale of the issue and evaluate Namogoo’s 

ability to remediate, HBC conducted a proof-of-value (POV) pilot 

for 30-days. 

The first three days of the pilot period were used for Namogoo  

to monitor, measure and set baselines for website activities and 

to develop the proprietary digital malware “fingerprints” that are 

used to detect unauthorized activity.

During the next 27 days, the pilot was run as an A/B test. Namogoo 

blocked all digital malware for 50% of users, and monitored the 

remaining 50%. The results were then analyzed to measure the 

impact of eliminating injected ads from customer web sessions.

ROAD-TESTING THE NAMOGOO SOLUTION

Namogoo helps you protect the customer journey: 

• Block unauthorized ads, 
pop-ups and banners

• Block injected competing 
products

• Block inappropriate content

• Protect your brand and  
customer loyalty

• Improve page load  
performance
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10%

70%

Namogoo detected that: 

Due to injections running on their 

browsers, over 70% of these 

infected customers experienced 

visual content such as product  

ads, pop-ups and affiliate  

banners, all outside of the official 

HBC experience.

10% of online customers shopping 

were visiting HBC websites using 

browsers infected with injected 

ads. This infection rate is typical 

for what Namogoo sees with other 

retailers. 

The f indings of the HBC POV were 

consistent with what Namogoo saw 

with other online retailers . 

THE SCALE
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HBC saw an overall lift on conversion rate across 

the five banners.

With an infected session rate of 10%, improvement 

to conversion funnel analytics and associated  

revenue was significant.

HBC saw increase in key business parameters,  

including a decrease of cart abandonment and lift 

in conversion rate.

The HBC and Namogoo teams 

collaborated successfully, exchanged 

data and insights, and together built 

out a robust picture of the Customer 

Journey Hijacking phenomenon and 

the value delivered by Namogoo. 

Data collected and analyzed by Namogoo 

has been pushed into HBC’s analytics 

platforms in real time — enabling HBC’s 

data team to analyze the impact directly 

within its platform. The measured impact 

of using Namogoo was positive across 

the board.

THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPACT

Results:
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What impact is Customer 

Journey Hijacking having 

on your bottom line?

Get a custom analysis 

of your website and ask 

us about our free 30-day 

proof-of-value offer.

Contact us:

info@namogoo.com 

857.284.8084

Customer Journey Hijacking is a growing problem that is diverting 

website visitors, hurting conversion rates, and stealing millions in 

revenue. 

By leveraging behavioral pattern detection and Machine Learning, 

Namogoo detects and blocks unauthorized injected ads in real 

time, providing companies with detailed reporting on illegitimate 

activity. 

Preventing injected product ads and protecting the online journey 

leads directly to higher eCommerce revenue, as well as increased 

customer retention and loyalty. 

Namogoo customers experience immediate improvements in retention 

and conversion rates—and their bottom line. 

TRUE VISIBILITY INTO HIDDEN ACTIVITY

Namogoo’s detailed reporting enabled HBC to see how Customer 

Journey Hijacking affects its customers, regardless of browser or 

type of device. 

Following the 30-day POV, HBC chose to implement Namogoo 

ABOUT NAMOGOO
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